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Brightening our School 

 

The need for renovations at Paola Primary School has been felt for a long time. 

Some work has already been carried out inside the school, such as the 

installation of new aluminium windows, new rubber surfacing of the two 

playgrounds and the painting of the school corridors. At the moment paint 

work is being done on the outside walls.  This came about because some 

parents and pupils started to complain about the condition of the school 

exterior.  The outside walls are full of cracks and holes and the gates are all 

rusty.  The facade is quite a sore sight. 

 

The head teachers of School A and School B had a meeting with the Mayor of 

Paola, Mr Dominic Grima, where they shared their concern regarding the state 

of the school walls.  He promised to look into the matter and eventually 

offered the school two employees to paint all the outer walls that make up the 

fencing around the school.  The schools forked out the money for the paint and 

the plastering material. Before long, the work commenced and very soon the. 

Before long, the work commenced and very soon the walls started to look 

better.   
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When we, as the Young Reporters for the Environment, spoke to the other 

pupils about the work being carried out, they were very pleased.  Some 

suggested that the walls should be painted in rainbow colours, while others 

proposed cartoon characters.  Some pupils expressed their concern that 

teenagers might spray paint the walls once the work is finished, which would 

be a real shame.  Others suggested that the iron gates should be repainted, or 

even better, replaced by new ones.  One pupil insisted on the importance of 

installing gates that are safe for children, as the spikes on the current gates 

seem very dangerous.  

 

Other suggestions included flower pots hung on the walls, more rubbish bins 

around the perimeter of the school to make it easier to keep the area clean 

and tidy, a ramp in front of the main entrance for people with special needs 

and the planting of a variety of colourful flowers in the garden surrounding the 

school building. One pupil proposed that the streets around the school should 

be closed to cars. If the area becomes a pedestrian zone, there will be less air 

and noise pollution during school hours.  

 

The Student Council of the school soon got involved as well.  They joined forces 

with the Student Council of School ‘A’ and formulated a letter to be presented 

to the mayor.  In the letter they thanked the mayor for all the help that he was 

already offering the school and proposed a number of initiatives the mayor can 

help the school with.  They called a formal meeting with the town mayor to 

present this letter.  Mr. Grima consented immediately.  The meeting was held 

on Tuesday 15th March in the school premises.  The members of both school 

councils were present as well as the team of the Young Reporters for the 

Environment.  
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In the letter the member of the students’ council presented a number of 

requests to the mayor regarding the garden surrounding the school.  They are 

requesting the mayor to help them with the embellishment of the school 

gardens, to provide them with garden gloves, garbage bags and garden tools to 

clean up the garden from weeds and other rubbish. They are also requesting 

the mayor to provide them with seasonal seeds so that they can plant various 

flowers.  They are also suggesting that the mayor can provide a gardener to 

supervise the work from time to time especially in summer.   

In the letter the members of the student council are also suggesting that the 

iron fencing should be repainted, more bins should be put around the school 

and solar lights can be installed around the school so that the residents of 

Paola can enjoy the school gardens as well. 

As the Young Reporters of the Environment of our school we believe 

that if all these suggestions are taken up the school surroundings will 

improve tremendously.  We also believe that most of these 

suggestions will not involve a big budget but will make a big 

difference to the environment of the school.  
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